Merged Anvil and SCI Consolidated SKUs
The merger of Anvil International and Smith-Cooper International has created the opportunity to
consolidate products where overlap exists. Please note the following regarding product consolidation
and associated files:


Files named “Merged Anvil and SCI [Product Line] Consolidated SKUs” has the following
information
Column

Header

Description

A

Product Description

Final product description

B

Merged Anvil and & SCI
Final Item Number

This is the final item number for each SKU.
The previous SCI item number (column K)
and 10 digit transition item number (column
J) will be inactivated as inventory is depleted.
Customers should expect that they may
receive product labeled with either the item
number in Column B or the item number in
Column J during the transition independent
of which item number they originally
ordered.

C

New Item to Anvil

No = Final item number is not new for any
legacy Anvil customer. This item number is
new for legacy SCI customers
Yes = Final item number is new to legacy
Anvil customers. This items is not new for
legacy SCI customers who have transitioned
to item numbers in Column J.

D

Merged Anvil & SCI Final
11 Digit UPC

E

Merged Anvil & SCI Final
12 Digit UPC

F

New UPC to Anvil

The final UPC code for each SKU.

No = Final UPC number is not new for any
legacy Anvil customer. This item number is
new for legacy SCI customers
Yes = Final item number is new to legacy
Anvil customers. This items is not new for
legacy SCI customers.

G-I

Merged Anvil and SCI UPC

Final UPC inner box, master box, and pallets.

J

Transition SCI Item
Number Until Inventory
Depleted

This item number replaces the legacy SCI
Item number in Column K. Customers should
expect that they may receive product
labeled with either the item number in
Column B or the item number in Column J
during the transition independent of which
item number/UPC they originally ordered.
If this column is blank, the item is not being
consolidated at this time. Please use column
B as the final merged Anvil and SCI item
number.

K

Previous SCI Item Number

This is the legacy Item Number.
If this column is blank, there is no legacy SCI
Item Number.

L-O

Previous SCI/Transition
SCI 12 Digit UPC

This UPC has not changed from legacy SCI
UPC’s and will still be utilized I the transition.
Customers should expect that they may
receive product labeled with either the UPCs
in columns D-I or the UPCs in Column L-P

during the transition independent of which
item number/UPC they originally ordered.
If these columns are blank, the item is not
being consolidated at this time. Please use
columns D-E and G-I as the final merged Anvil
and SCI UPC numbers.



Other notes regarding product consolidation
o Where two items exist that are similar in description except one is labeled SCI and the
other is labeled SPF, both items will continue to exist. In order to best ensure
continued service, please use the part number associated with the brand typically
purchased.
o All Threaded Iron and nipple consolidated products will be branded with the SCI logo,
products will no longer be branded with the SPF logo
o Product labels may contain either the final merged item numbers and associated UPCs
or the transition item numbers and the associated UPCs while inventory is depleted.
o The design, function, and industry approvals of all consolidated threaded iron and nipples will
not change.

Please visit www.anvilintl.com/company/merger or contact your local sales representative for more
information regarding this change.

